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Janie Astephen Wilson
Dear CSB/SCB Members,

It is a privilege and an honor to write this first
message as CSB/SCB President. I have
been a CSB member since 2000, attending
my first CSB conference in Montreal that
year as a new Master’s student. This has
been my ‘home’ society since, and I am
grateful for the support that I’ve received
from this wonderful community throughout my training and my career. And
so it is a great privilege to give back to this community in this capacity. I
want to thank Andrew Laing and the past executive team for their leadership over the years. They have mobilized our community around some important and timely initiatives including strategic partnerships with other societies, and programming that reflects our values of fostering an inclusive
community. Our new executive team and I enthusiastically look forward to
continuing these great initiatives and focusing on some additional strategic
directions including some new communication, education, and engagement strategies.
2020 and the start to 2021 has been anything but routine. The pandemic
has challenged us all in many ways, and has persuaded us to rethink how
we do things and, more importantly, how we connect and support one another. I empathize that this year has challenged our ability to be productive, and the challenges have likely not been proportionate or equal among
our members. This is when we need to lean on each other the most and
collectively look forward toward easier times.
On a more positive note, we are seeing so much resilience in our biomechanics community. As I write this, I am witnessing all of the creative ways
our national and international community are coming together to offer National Biomechanics Day programs and content to continue engaging
young learners and celebrating biomechanics. I’m also watching colleagues and trainees creatively adapt how we think about our biomechanics research, protocols, and teaching. Some truly innovative advancements in our field will likely result.
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We are about to host our first ever virtual CSB/SCB conference, and our
conference co-chairs Shawn Robbins and Rachid Aissaoui, did not hesitate to abandon all of the effort that they had invested in the in-person conference and take on this herculean task so that we can come together
again as a community in May. As our registration numbers creep up to
‘normal’ levels and we get notes of anticipation from our members, I am
reminded of how special our community is. Shawn and Rachid provide a
welcome and an overview of what you can expect from our virtual conference later in the newsletter. In addition to our celebration of Canadian biomechanics, the virtual format has notably allowed us to offer varied content and reach more broadly into our national and international community.
I hope to see many of you there.
In closing, I look forward to connecting with you over the years and working together to continue to bring our community together in Canada and to
being an important part of our global biomechanics community. Please do
not hesitate to reach out to myself or the executive team. We are always
interested in connecting and hearing ideas and perspectives from you.
Sincerely,
Janie
president@csb-scb.com
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PAST-PRESIDENT REPORT
Dear CSB/SCB Members,

Andrew Laing
University of Waterloo

It is with mixed emotions that I’m addressing you in this newsletter. I’m
disheartened by the effects that COVID-19 has had at global, national, and
regional levels, most of which were unfathomable to most only a year and
a half ago. However, I have also been inspired by the collective ability of
our society, across all levels, to respond to these unprecedented
challenges. Specific to CSB/SCB, I have watched our members provide
leadership roles in community service, research, and education domains. I
have watched trainees pivot from laboratory-based research to critical
work on other elements of the scientific process. I have watched people
help people. This gives me hope for us as a society, in all senses of the
word.
We made the difficult decision to postpone our biannual 2020 conference
until this year, and to change the format to virtual. I’d like to formally thank
the entire organizational team in Montreal for their efforts thus far. In
addition, I’d like to thank all those who are participating in the conference
this year. I enjoyed working with the committee in support of the
rescheduled event, and hope you will too.
Traditionally, our bi-annual conference has been the milestone which
initiates elections for the next Executive. Despite the postponement of our
conference, the Executive decided to move ahead with elections over the
summer 2020. Each member has a short bio on the Executive page of our
website, and some have reports below. We have an enthusiastic group,
that will provide excellent support for our society through to 2022.
In summary, the challenges associated with COVID-19 have necessitated
widespread change at all levels. We have responded as scientists, health
researchers, and educators. The quality and enthusiasm of the
biomechanics community in Canada continues to be a source of
inspiration. I look forward to interacting with you in the near future.
Sincerely,
Andrew
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2021 CONFERENCE UPDATE
st

21 Biennial Meeting
Montreal, QC

25th -27th May/mai 2021
www.csb-scb2020.com
Dr. Shawn Robbins
McGill University

The planning for the 21st Biennial Meeting of the Canadian Society for Biomechanics is well underway. The majority of the program will be held on
May 25 to 27, with additional time on May 28 to review recorded presentations. The program will be extensive including 65 oral presentations, 233
posters presentations, various symposium, keynote lectures, and a few fun
social events. There will be a mix of recorded and live presentations. The
schedule will be posted in the coming weeks.
Registration for the meeting is open. Please visit us on twitter
(@csb_scb2020) and on our website (www.csb-scb2020.com) for more
information.

Rachid Aissaoui
École de Technologie
Supérieure

La planification de la 21ème biennale du congrès de la Société Canadienne de Biomécanique est bien entamée. La majorité du programme se
déroulera du 25 au 27 mai, avec du temps supplémentaire, le 28 mai, pour
revoir les présentations enregistrées. Le programme sera vaste et comprendra 65 présentations orales, 233 présentations avec affiche, divers
symposiums, des conférences principales et quelques événements sociaux amusants. Il y aura un mélange de présentations enregistrées et de
présentations en direct. Le programme sera publié dans les semaines à
venir.
L'inscription à la réunion est ouverte. Veuillez nous rendre visite sur twitter
(@csb_scb2020) et sur notre site web (www.csb-scb2020.com) pour plus
d'informations.
Shawn Robbins and Rachid Aissaoui
Conference Co-Chairs
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GRATUIT ATELIER POST-CONFÉRENCE

Date: vendredi 28 mai 13:00-16:00 EDT
Description:
Le laboratoire de simulation et de modélisation du mouvement (S2M) de
l'Université de Montréal présente un atelier post-conférence axé sur nos
boites à outils à code ouvert dans des domaines allant de l'analyse des
données au contrôle optimal du mouvement humain (voir brèves descriptions ci-dessous). À la fin de cet atelier de 3 heures, les participants (1) reconnaîtront les cas d'utilisation de chaque boite à outils et (2) apprendront
à utiliser une boite à outils de leur choix pour analyser leurs propres données ou des données test via des ateliers parallèles dédiés à chaque boite
à outils.
biomechZoo (www.biomechzoo.com) est une boite à outils open source
pour l'analyse, le traitement et la visualisation des données de mouvement.
Elle fournit une plate-forme flexible au sein de l'environnement Matlab qui
est accessible aux chercheurs, cliniciens et étudiants novices en programmation ou en biomécanique.
bioptim (github.com/pyomeca/bioptim) est une librairie Python utilisée pour
résoudre efficacement des problèmes de contrôle optimal en biomécanique. Elle comprend plus de 40 exemples simples, des dizaines de fonctions de coût et de contrainte, et diverses fonctions dynamiques que les
utilisateurs peuvent facilement implémenter pour couvrir tous leurs besoins.

Enregistrer ici

Plus de détails: csb-scb2020.com/post-conference
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FREE POST-CONFERENCE COURSE

Date: Friday, May 28th 13:00-16:00 EDT
Description:
The Simulation and Movement Modeling (S2M) laboratory at the Université de Montréal presents a post-conference workshop focused on our opensource libraries in areas ranging from data analysis to optimal control of
human motion (see brief descriptions below). At the end of this 3-hour
workshop, participants will (1) recognize the use cases for each toolbox
and (2) learn how to use a specific toolbox of their choice to analyze their
own or sample data via toolbox-specific breakout rooms.
biomechZoo (www.biomechzoo.com) is an open-source toolbox for the
analysis, processing, and visualization of movement data. It provides a
flexible platform within the Matlab environment that is accessible to researchers, clinicians, and students new to programming or biomechanics.
bioptim (github.com/pyomeca/bioptim) is a Python library used to efficiently
solve optimal control problems in biomechanics. It includes more than 40
examples to get started, dozens of cost and constraint functions, and various dynamics functions that users can easily implement to cover all their
needs.

Register Here

More information: csb-scb2020.com/post-conference
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FREE POST CONFERENCE SYMPOSIUM
Date: Friday, May 28th 9:00-12:00 EDT
Description:
Join us for a morning of biomechanics. Intended to (re)launch the Gait-

Net initiative, this symposium will provide attendees with an overview of

Canadian MSK Rehab
Research Network

relevant gait biomechanics literature in knee osteoarthritis, and an introduction to the GaitNet initiative. A combination of invited talks and formal
debate (“be it resolved that the knee adduction moment is the most relevant gait variable for knee osteoarthritis clinical biomechanics research”)
will set the stage for an interactive discussion on how we can grow GaitNet, and how people can get involved.
The GaitNet initiative is a working group of the CIHR-funded Canadian
MSK Rehab Research Network and is focused on expanding collaborative
gait biomechanics research in Canada by facilitating targeted multi-lab research projects and building common data collection and analysis pipelines.

Register Here
More Information: mskrehabnet.com/boas
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COMMUNICATIONS UPDATE
Dear CSB/SCB Members,
I have picked up the Communication reins from Scott Brandon, and I want
to thank him for his contribution to our society and his ongoing advice in
operating the communication related media.

Janessa Drake
York University

A new communications initiative will be launching on the 26 th of May 2021:
the CSB/SCB Podcast! This initiative is being led by our Student
Representatives, Jackie Zehr and Franzi Onasch. The first three guests
will be Drs. Janie Astephen Wilson, Jack Callaghan, and Walter Herzog.
The podcasts will be available on all the popular mobile apps, as well as at
csbscb.podbean.com.
To boost the profile of Canadian biomechanics research, and encourage
additional participation in CSB/SCB, we are compiling a list of all faculty
members at Canadian institutions that conduct biomechanics research and
are combining it with our current CSB/SCB member list. Therefore, to
current members, I will be asking for materials as well as checking for any
colleagues at their institution that may have been missed. To nonmembers, I will be promoting participation in our society. To all, I will
encourage the submission of laboratory pictures, study pictures, video
clips, and/or articles that can be featured on the website and/or be tweeted
to help make Canadian Biomechanics research more visible.
I think the CSB/SCB is a unique community and has a lot to offer in terms
of research excellence and training. As such, I would like csb-scb.com to
be a key hub for showcasing Canadian biomechanics research,
opportunities, and activities. With this in mind, I’d like to remind folks to
continue to send in their job postings, speaking events, webinars, and
workshops to be included on the website and Twitter. I would also like to
revive the celebration of completed theses and dissertations under ‘News’
and ‘Students’ on the website to help promote our trainees. So please
send me the name, date, title and applicable links if available (i.e. to
institution repository or Library and Archives Canada).
Any suggestions or ideas of how communications can increase support to
our community or to enhance our online presence are welcome and can
be directed to me. If you are on Twitter, please follow us @CSBiomech.
Cheers,
Janessa
info@csb-scb.com

@CSBiomech
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MEMBERSHIP REPORT
Hi everyone,

Scott Brandon
University of Guelph

As I step into the role of Treasurer/Member Affairs for CSB/SCB, I want to
thank my predecessor Grant Handrigan for his years of service and his
ongoing advice. Grant has done a great job keeping our finances in order,
navigating our registration with Corporations Canada, and working with
each of you to maintain your membership status. He’ll be looking over my
shoulder as we jointly our tax filings this year.
Moving forward, I expect to stay in this role for a number of years to
provide financial and operational stability for our society. I will work with
you to make our registration process as smooth as possible, and to
provide up-to-date financial information to our board and membership so
that we can plan exciting new initiatives for our society.
Relative to 2018, our membership numbers are stable or slightly
increased, and the transition to a 2-year membership in 2020 (which
expires December 31, 2021) has removed the typical drop in membership
during non-conference years (see 2019). Expect a reminder later this year
to renew your membership for 2022 & 2023!
Membership
Category

2020 & 2021
(2 year)

Regular
Student
Total

71
130
201

Active Members
2019

2018

58
54
112

66
113
179

We continue to encourage applications for Career awards and Fellow
status. Past honorees are, and continue to be, leaders and mentors in our
society. Please refer to our executive handbook for award criteria and
application requirements if you think you or a colleague might qualify.
Total

Active

Career

14

4

Fellow

20

4

Thank you for your support in my transition to this new role, and I look
forward to interacting with many of you at our virtual CSB/SCB conference
in May, and in the years to come.
Best regards,
Scott Brandon
treasurer@csb-scb.com
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PAST STUDENTS’ REPORT
Dear CSB Student Members,
We hope you’re all doing well.

Heather Johnston
York University

We had a largely successful second year for our CSB/SCB Scholarship
Mentorship Program. Last year we matched mentors to assist students
prepare their applications for the Vanier, Doctoral CGS, and MSc CGS
competitions. We’d especially like to extend a big thank you to our
volunteer scholarship mentors (Allison Clouther, Annemarie Laudanski,
Colin Firminger, Dan Mulla, Dylan Kobsar, Jesse Charlton, Kaylee Brooks,
Lia Tennant, Milad Nazahari, Olivia Bruce, Stephanie Ross, Steven
Pretty). Without your support this program wouldn’t have been possible.
The 2021 CSB/SCB Scholarship Mentorship Program will be launched this
upcoming fall.
We missed connecting in Montreal as planned last year, but we look
forward to connecting in May in our virtual format.

Kevin Boldt
University of Calgary

Lastly, the beginning of this year marks the transition to the new CSB/SCB
Executive. We feel very fortunate to have served on the Executive as your
student representatives and we appreciate your participation and
engagement. Keep up the great work, determination, and exceptional
biomechanics research that each of you do. As we step out of this role, we
remain friendly faces for anyone looking to hear of our experiences as
graduate students. Please don’t hesitate to reach out at haj18@yorku.ca
or krboldt@ucalgary.ca. We are pleased to pass the role to the very
capable hands of Jackie and Franzi and are excited to see what they have
planned.
Thank you all,
Kevin Boldt and Heather Johnston
2018-2020 CSB/SCB Student Representatives
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MEET OUR NEW STUDENTS
Dear CSB-SCB Student Members,

Jackie Zehr
University of Waterloo

Franzi Onasch
University of Calgary

We look forward to connecting with many of you at the CSB-SCB 2021
conference. We also encourage you to participate in the many studentcentered social and workshop events that the Student Conference
Committee have been diligently planning. Thank you to the students at
McGill University, École de Technologie Supérieure, and Université de
Montréal for their continued efforts.
We are excited to announce the CSB-SCB Podcast as a new
communications initiative. The podcast will serve as an educational
platform for consumers of biomechanics knowledge in our CSB/SCB
community and beyond. Furthermore, this is an exciting opportunity to
hear the perspectives of many experts in our field, both within academia
and industry. If you have questions for our confirmed guests or would like
to suggest a guest, please do not hesitate to email us at students@csbscb.com. For more information about the podcast, visit the CSB/SCB
webpage.
Remember that we are here for you, so if you have any questions,
suggestions for the Society etc., do not hesitate to reach out to us. We
look forward to meeting many of you!

Jackie Zehr and Franzi Onasch
2020-2022 CSB/SCB Student Representatives

Shutterstock Image modified by Jackie Zehr
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2020-2022 CSB/SCB EXECUTIVE
President

Secretary

Conference
Co-Chairs

Janie Astephen Wilson, PhD
Department of Surgery
McMaster University

Email: janiewilson@mcmaster.ca
Email: president@csb-scb.com

Stacey Acker, PhD
Department of Kinesiology
University of Waterloo

Email: stacey.acker@uwaterloo.ca
Email: secretary@csb-scb.com

Shawn Robbins, PhD
School of Physical & Occupational Therapy
McGill University
Rachid Aissaoui, PhD
Département du génie de la Production
Automatisée
École de Technologie Supérieure

Past President

Treasurer and
Member Affairs

Andrew Laing, PhD
Department of Kinesiology
University of Waterloo
Scott Brandon, PhD
School of Engineering
University of Guelph

Email: scott.brandon@uoguelph.ca
Email: treasurer@csb-scb.com

Diana De Carvalho, PhD
Faculty of Medicine
Memorial University of Newfoundland
Samuel Veres, PhD
Division of Engineering
Saint Mary’s University

Email: jdrake@yorku.ca
Email: info@csb-scb.com

Email: ddecarvalho@mun.ca

Email: Sam.Veres@smu.ca

Student
Jackie Zehr (Doctoral Student)
Representatives Department of Kinesiology
University of Waterloo

Email: jackie.zehr@uwaterloo.ca
Email: students@csb-scb.com

Franziska Onasch (Doctoral Student)
Faculty of Kinesiology
University of Calgary
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JOIN US IN OTTAWA FOR NACOB 2022

August 21-25, 2022

Dr. Dan Benoit
University of Ottawa
Conference Co-Chair

Ryan Graham
University of Ottawa
Conference Co-Chair

Join us in picturesque Ottawa at the Shaw Centre August 21 – 25, 2022
for the North American Congress on Biomechanics. NACOB 2022 is being organized under the leadership of the Conference Co-Chairs, Dr. Daniel Benoit, University of Ottawa and Dr. Ryan Graham, University of Ottawa with support from both the Canadian Society of Biomechanics and the
American Society of Biomechanics. See nacob.org for more details.

NACOB 2022 will bring together leading scientists and researchers in all
areas of biomechanics research from multiple countries worldwide, including biomechanics, engineers, and kinesiologists.

Shaw Centre
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CSB GUEST SOCIETY

The CSB Executive has invited the Canadian Orthopaedic Research Society (CORS) as a guest society for our virtual 2021 Biennial Meeting of
CSB/SCB. Their session will be on the Wednesday 26th of May at 11:30
EDT. The session includes five speakers, who will explore the suppression
of the pathogenesis of osteoarthritis, and various methodological approaches involving wearable sensors, machine learning, finite element
modelling and biomechanical metrics to investigate recovery, arthroplasty,
and joint instability.
CSB /SCB has also been invited as a guest society to the 2021 Canadian
Orthopaedic Research Society (CORS) annual conference, and will be
hosting a guest sessions at the virtual meeting held on Wednesday 16th
June 2021. The CSB session will involve eight speakers exploring 'Clinical
Biomechanics Innovation in Musculoskeletal Research', and 'Clinical Biomechanics Applications in Orthopaedics'. The CORS meeting is part of the
Canadian Orthopaedic Association’s (COA) premiere event, combining the
COA, CORS, and the Canadian Orthopaedic Residents’ Association
(CORA) meetings in one. This meeting offers educational and networking
opportunities to share best practices and learn from experts and thought
leaders in all areas of orthopaedics. For their full program and to register,
visit coa-aco.org/annual-meeting-2021.
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IN MEMORIAM

Natalia Nuño Siebrecht
1970 - 2021
C’est avec une profonde tristesse que nous avons appris le décès de notre
collègue Mme Natalia Nuño, survenu le 5 mars.
Professeure au Département de génie des systèmes depuis 2001, Natalia
était experte dans le domaine de la bio-ingénierie et spécialiste en conception
de prothèses orthopédiques.
En plus d'être fidèle aux conférences de la SCB, Natalia était coprésidente de
la conférence 2020 avec Dr. Shawn Robbins dans les phases de planification
initiales. Ses contributions à la SCB ont été très appréciées et elle nous manquera beaucoup.
Reconnue pour son caractère déterminé et son engagement dans les causes
qui lui tenaient à cœur, elle était impliquée dans des projets en lien avec les
situations de handicap et agissait notamment à titre d’experte technique pour
l’organisme humanitaire Handicap International Canada. Elle avait très à
cœur de proposer des solutions concrètes qui correspondaient aux besoins
des personnes handicapées et n’hésitait jamais à défendre les droits des personnes les plus vulnérables.
Aimée de ses étudiants, elle les engageait dans des projets passionnants de
développement de prothèses pour des pays en développement et savait les
amener à donner le meilleur d’eux-mêmes. Ceux qui ont eu le plaisir de la
côtoyer garderont le souvenir d’une femme d’une grande vivacité d’esprit, au
sourire chaleureux et toujours à l’écoute.
Nous offrons nos plus sincères condoléances à son conjoint, Roland
Maranzana, également professeur au Département de génie des systèmes, à
leurs deux fils ainsi qu’à sa famille et à ses proches.
Vos marques de sympathie peuvent se traduire par un don auprès
de Humanité et Inclusion (anciennement Handicap International).
Décès de la professeure Natalia Nuno | ÉTS Montréal (etsmtl.ca)
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IN MEMORIAM

Natalia Nuño Siebrecht
1970 - 2021
It is with great sadness that we inform you of the death of our colleague Dr.
Natalia Nuño, on March 5.
As a Professor in the Department of Systems Engineering since 2001, Natalia
was an expert in the field of bioengineering and a specialist in the design of
orthopedic prostheses.
In addition to being a regular contributor to CSB meetings, Natalia was a cochair of the 2020 conference with Dr. Shawn Robbins in the initial planning
phases. Her contributions to CSB are very appreciated, and she will be dearly
missed.
Recognized for her determined character and her commitment to causes close
to her heart, she was involved in projects related to disability and acted in particular as a technical expert for the humanitarian organization Handicap International Canada. She was very keen to offer concrete solutions that corresponded to the needs of people with disabilities and never hesitated to defend
the rights of the most vulnerable.
Loved by her students, she involved them in exciting prosthesis development
projects for developing countries and knew how to get them to give the best of
themselves. Those who had the pleasure of meeting her will remember a very
vivacious person, with a warm smile who always made time to listen.
We offer our most sincere condolences to her husband, Roland Maranzana,
also a Professor in the Department of Systems Engineering, to their two sons,
as well as to their family and loved ones.
Remembrances can be made in the form of contributions to Humanity and Inclusion (formerly Handicap International).
Death of Professor Natalia Nuno | ÉTS Montréal (etsmtl.ca)
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